Quantum Effects on Liquid Dynamics as Evidenced by the Presence of Well-Defined Collective Excitations in Liquid \textit{para}-Hydrogen
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The origin of the well-defined collective excitations found in liquid \textit{para}-H\textsubscript{2} by recent experiments is investigated. The persistence of their relatively long lifetimes down to microscopic scales is well accounted for by calculations carried out by means of path-integral-centroid molecular dynamics. In contrast only overdamped excitations are found in calculations carried within the classical limit. The results provide fully quantitative evidence of quantum effects on the dynamics of a simple liquid.

PACS numbers: 67.20.+k, 62.10.+s, 62.60.+v

In spite of being composed of the simplest stable molecules, the transport and kinetic properties of liquid hydrogen still resist a quantitative understanding [1]. Such peculiar behaviors are usually thought to arise because of the light masses of the particles forming the liquid ($M \approx 2$ amu) and the relatively low temperatures where it exists under its saturated vapor pressure. Quantum effects are thus expected to be noticeable although their relevance for understanding quantitatively most of the transport properties awaits to be established in full. These effects are first manifested by the appearance of a discrete spectrum of transitions between molecular rotational levels. The quantum nature of such motions imposes some symmetry constraints to the total molecular wave function. In particular, the rotational and nuclear spin states of the two protons forming the H\textsubscript{2} molecule are coupled, leading to two distinguishable species, \textit{para}($p$)-H\textsubscript{2} and \textit{ortho}($o$)-H\textsubscript{2} corresponding to molecules having antiparallel ($I = 0$), and parallel ($I = 1$) spin states, respectively. This has an immediate consequence on the symmetry of the interaction potential between H\textsubscript{2} molecules which is isotropic for \textit{p}-H\textsubscript{2} molecules but angular-dependent for \textit{o}-H\textsubscript{2}. It is so because the orientational distribution of the internuclear bond in the laboratory frame is spherically symmetric ($s$-like) for the former and axially symmetric ($p$-like) for the latter. A noticeable manifestation of quantum behavior is expected concerning the molecular smearing of the molecular wave function. This comes because of the low molecular mass and the low temperatures in question (about 10–20 K) which makes the thermal (de Broglie) wavelength $\lambda = (2\pi \hbar^2 / M k_B T)$ to reach values larger than the molecular dimensions. In fact, close to triple point, $\lambda = 3.3$ Å which becomes comparable to the equilibrium separation between two $p$-H\textsubscript{2} molecules, $r_0 \approx 3.5$ Å. In addition to the spatial spread of the wave function a delocalization time $\tau_d$ can be defined in terms of the fluid number density $\rho$ and the particle mass through $[2] \tau_d = M / 2\pi \hbar (\rho / 2.612)^{2/3}$, which for the triple point density yields an estimate for $\tau_d \approx 1.2$ ps. Finally, exchange effects arising because of the indistinguishability of the molecules are deemed to play a very minor role since the temperatures in question are well above the quantum degeneracy temperature $T_0 = \hbar / k_B \tau_d = 6.5$ K and therefore most particles will be accommodated in excited levels [3].

Two sets of recent inelastic neutron-scattering experiments [4] have revealed the presence of well-defined (i.e., sharp and long-lived) collective excitations that retain a propagating character up to momentum transfers $Q \approx 0.8$ Å$^{-1}$. Their wavelengths can be as short as 8 Å and their longitudinal acoustic character was ascertained by analysis of the inelastic structure factors as well as by the approach of their frequencies $\Omega_Q$ to the linear hydrodynamic regime $\Omega = c_T Q$ with $c_T = 1096$ m s$^{-1}$ as $Q \rightarrow 0$. Their mean-free paths at the lowest explored wave vector were found to be of a few tens of Å’s. Finding such well-defined (i.e., phononlike) excitations in an insulating liquid seems difficult to reconcile with what is nowadays known about the dynamics of simple liquids [5] since at scales of a few angstroms and picoseconds one expects finding heavily damped (or overdamped) excitations only, mimicking the well documented case of the heavier rare gases. This comes as a consequence of the highly anharmonic character of the interaction potential $V(r)$. As a rule of thumb [5] only those liquids with an anharmonicity parameter (a sort of effective Grüneisen parameter) $\gamma_G = -r_0 / [dV^{\prime\prime}(r)/V^{\prime}(r)]_{r_0} < 2$, where the primes are derivatives with respect to $r$, are believed to be able to support such short wavelength density oscillations. This indeed is the case of molten alkali metals where...
excitations of the kind here referred to are sustained because of the long-ranged nature of the metallic binding forces. In contrast, insulating Lennard-Jones (LJ) liquids such as Ar have $\gamma_G = 3$ and show no peaks at finite frequencies in their spectra. Liquid He is here the exception to the rule since the sharp excitation spectra is known to emerge as a consequence of the quantum nature of the microscopic dynamics. In the case of hydrogen, the intermolecular potential developed by Sils and Goldman (SG) [6] is known to provide a reliable representation of the equation-of-state of hydrogen crystals over a wide range of densities [7]. Its shape is somewhat reminiscent of those of LJ form although it shows some significant differences. Because of the symmetry of the problem at hand, only the distance-dependent part of the interactions is relevant, and therefore the molecular interactions will be spherically symmetric. The effective Grüneisen parameter for the SG potential is $\gamma_G = 2.76$, which is closer to that of Ar than to those for molten alkali metals. Therefore, finding long-lived excitations in liquid hydrogen points towards relatively large quantum effects on the liquid dynamics rather than to some peculiarity of the intermolecular potential. Our aim here is thus to unveil the origin of the observed short wavelength excitations, in the hope of shedding some light on the fingerprints of quantum effects on the dynamics of almost-classical liquids. To do this, we compare experimental spectra [4] with those calculated by means of a path-integral-centroid molecular dynamics (PICMD) algorithm [8] as well as with spectra evaluated in the classical limit by conventional molecular dynamics (MD), both using the SG potential to represent the bare interactions.

The PICMD approach [9] uses a path-integral representation for a quasiclassical variable named the centroid which is the average position of the center of the spatial dispersion of the quantum particles. The latter are treated as semiclassical Boltzmann particles and their Newtonian equations of motion are integrated following conventional MD procedures [10]. Within the PICMD formalism, the state of $N$ quantum particles is specified by the partition function given in terms of an analytical continuation to imaginary time of a path-integral representation. This procedure maps the quantum system of $N$ particles to the configurational integral for $N$ classical ring polymers, each one of those representing the path of an individual particle along the imaginary time axis. The centroid is thus defined as the average position of the Feynman path, or equivalently as the position of the center-of-mass of the isomorphic polymer. The dynamics is thus driven by forces generated by an effective potential (the so-called Feynman-Hibbs potential) $V_e(r)$ which can be envisaged as the bare interatomic interaction renormalized by the quantum fluctuation [8,11]. As the same potential is chosen for the classical MD simulations, comparison between both kinds of simulations allows us to gauge the role played by the spreading of the molecular wave function in promoting short wavelength density excitations.

The classical MD employed 613 particles and was run using an NVT code with the density set to 0.0229 Å$^{-3}$ which corresponds to a value close to that of the triple point. Because of their far more complex nature, the PICMD simulations were run for a set of 256 molecules, and details about the procedures followed in the PICMD are given in Ref. [8].

A first assessment of the strength of quantum effects is provided by the comparison of our experimental estimate for the static structure factor $S(Q)$ with those resulting from computer calculations of both PICMD and full classical MD. Figure 1 shows that the maxima of the PICMD are significantly closer to experiment than those of the classical MD. The position of the main peak of the PICMD spectrum centered at about 2.01 Å$^{-1}$ comes rather close to that of the experimental quantity, whereas the $S(Q)$ calculated from classical MD shows significant shifts to larger $Q$’s of all its maxima. This is indicative of a more close-packed liquid structure. In fact, the liquid simulated under the classical regime attains a state of thermodynamic metastability with a density some 8% above the initial value. The system simulated under such conditions lasts as a fluid with a self-diffusion coefficient of $1.6 \times 10^{-5}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ for times at least as long as those explored by the simulations (about 12.5 ns). At densities below 0.030 Å$^{-3}$ the simulated system remains liquid at 14 K and shows a reversible freezing transition into a cubic fcc phase at temperatures between 10–12 K (depending upon the density). In contrast, the PICMD liquid becomes stable with $\rho = 0.0235$ Å$^{-3}$.

A feature that merits to be noted concerns the sharpness (full width $\Delta Q = 0.46$ Å$^{-1}$) of the first peak of the experimental $S(Q)$ which suggests the presence of significantly
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**FIG. 1.** The symbols with error bars show the experimental estimate for $S(Q)$. The data are described in detail in [4]. The present result incorporates a conventional recoil correction for a particle with $M = 2$ amu, to account for the drop at large $Q$’s of data shown in [4]. The solid line depicts the result from PICMD which are described in more detail in [8], while the dashed line shows the result from classical MD. The high-frequency ripple shown in the PICMD curve arises from truncation errors of the Fourier transform.
longer ranged correlations than those portrayed by the simulations.

A set of spectra of the density correlations \( [I(Q, \omega) \propto \langle \rho_Q \rho_Q(\omega) \rangle] \) as calculated by PICMD and MD are compared with experiment in Fig. 2. To perform a meaningful comparison we have multiplied the calculated \( F(Q,t) = \langle \rho_Q(\omega) \rangle / N \) intermediate scattering functions by the \( R(Q,t) \) instrument response functions so that what are compared are actually the quantities \( S_{\text{calc}}(Q, \omega) \otimes R(Q, \omega) \) which are convolutions of the calculated spectra with the experimental frequency windows.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, well-defined excitation peaks (for \( \omega \neq 0 \)) are seen for both experiment and PICMD spectra but are conspicuously absent in spectra simulated under the full classical regime. The first qualitative conclusion is thus that the presence of well-defined collective density fluctuations for wave vectors up to 0.8 Å\(^{-1}\) has to be ascribed to the large quantum effects inherent to the regime of low temperatures and light masses. Second, the PICMD spectra show peaks at somewhat higher frequencies than experiment especially at \( Q \) values about the maxima of the “dispersion curve.” This is understandable on the grounds that the equilibrium liquid density still is somewhat above experiment as referred to above. Finally, while no traces of finite-frequency excitations are found for the classical MD liquid, the frequencies \( \Omega_Q \) as determined from maxima of \( \omega^2 S_{\text{calc}}(Q, \omega) \) approach the hydrodynamic limit in a linear fashion for \( Q \lesssim 0.7 \) Å\(^{-1}\).

To put the comparison into more quantitative grounds the spectral line shapes were analyzed in terms of a model for a damped harmonic oscillator \( I_{\text{mod}}(Q, \omega) \propto [n_B(\omega) + 1]Z_Q[(\omega^2 - \Omega_Q^2)^2 + 4\omega^2\Gamma_Q^2]^{-1} \otimes R(Q, \omega) \). The parameters specifying the spectral shape are the amplitude \( Z_Q \), the linewidth \( \Gamma_Q \), and the peak frequency \( \Omega_Q \), where the latter is defined as a renormalized quantity \( \Omega_Q^2 = \omega_Q^2 + \Gamma_Q^2 \), with \( \omega_Q \) being the bare (interaction-free) oscillator frequency and, finally, the term with \( n_B(\omega) \) stands for the Bose factor.

The wave vector dependence of the parameters giving the excitation frequency and its damping constant (linewidth) is shown in Fig. 3. One sees at a first glance that the parameters of spectra simulated on classical grounds deviate largely from experiment in all the explored \( Q \) range. In particular, the damping constant is well above experiment and \( \Omega_Q \) approaches the low \( Q \) regime given by the linear, hydrodynamic dispersion law \( \Omega_{\text{hyd}} = c_T Q \) for \( Q \lesssim 0.7 \) Å\(^{-1}\). In contrast, both experimental and PICMD frequencies are well above the respective linear laws already for \( Q \gtrsim 0.3 \) Å\(^{-1}\). The upward departure from a linear hydrodynamic law, usually referred to as anomalous dispersion, is also known from work [12] on liquid \(^3\)He, superfluid \(^4\)He, and liquid \(^3\)He, and is at present understood as a mechanism allowing the decay of well-defined excitations [13]. Our data conform to such a view since anomalous dispersion is seen only in the two cases where finite-frequency excitations are clearly seen in the spectra. To quantify such departure, Fig. 3c shows the wave vector dependence of the phase velocities \( c_{ph}(Q) = \Omega_Q / Q \). One sees that the shape of \( c_{ph}(Q) \) for the PICMD result comes remarkably close to experiment. The most glaring disagreements between PICMD and experiment concern the linewidths above the maximum of the dispersion curve. A plausible reason to explain this concerns the fact that at such short scales the interaction between close enough polymer rings can cause a departure from the spherical symmetry of the bead configuration thus degrading the accuracy of the centroid approximation [11]. Also the fact that the equilibrium liquid density in the PICMD is some 6% above experiment should be taken into account.

Finally, it seems worth delving at some considerations about the explicit mechanisms by which quantum mechanics gives rise to finite-frequency excitations in this anharmonic liquid (as attested by its high \( \gamma_Q \) value), while...
classical dynamics does not. Under the classical regime the anharmonic potential limits the spatial scale of long-lived excitations down to wave vectors not far from the hydrodynamic limit \( Q \approx 10^{-3} \text{ Å}^{-1} \). In contrast, our results prove that well-defined excitations are supported by the liquid provided that the bare SG interactions are renormalized by quantum fluctuations. This leads to an effective potential which stabilizes the liquid at substantially lower densities than that of the classical case. Also, the present findings suggest that the main effect of the quantum degrees of freedom is to extend the spatial range of the potential leading to an increase of the characteristic correlation length of the liquid. Microscopically, this causes both real and PICMD liquids to become able to sustain for times of a few picoseconds, liquid configurations where particles collectively oscillate with well-defined frequencies. Such residence times, an estimate of which is given by \( \tau_d \) are certainly longer than those involved in jumps into another liquid configuration (i.e., hopping out of the “cage”) [14]. Taking such values together with the dispersion frequencies one finds that the collective excitations satisfy \( \Omega \tau_d \gg 1 \) which serves to characterize them as well-defined vibratory motions.

To conclude, the present Letter provides a first experimental confirmation of recent findings on the predictive capability of PICMD to represent the quantum dynamics of highly anharmonic systems [15]. While PICMD should be regarded as exact for harmonic systems, its capability to treat systems driven by highly anharmonic potentials needs to be assessed in lieu of the fact that the errors in the correlation functions resulting from such calculational device grow as the potential becomes more anharmonic [9]. Here we have shown that the harmoniclike behavior revealed in experiment is captured by PICMD. This happens because at the temperatures of interest the centroid dynamics is determined by the ground and first excited state, and this leads to a behavior which manifests itself as quasi-harmonic oscillations which show frequencies determined by the curvature of the centroid potential at its minimum. The agreement with experiment is expected to worsen at higher temperatures where several excited states need to be accounted and therefore the anharmonicity of the potential is felt more strongly. This in turn provides a way to characterize the experimental observations as arising from genuine elementary excitations.

[14] The residence times can also be estimated from analysis of the incoherent neutron-scattering law. The values for the self-diffusion coefficient and residence time \( \tau_0 \) for a mixture of \( \alpha-\text{and} -p-\text{H}_2 \) at 15 K are 0.47 Å\(^2\) ps\(^{-1}\) and 2.6 ps. P. A. Eggelstaft, An Introduction to the Liquid State (Oxford Science Publications, Oxford, U.K., 1992), p. 229.